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Cambodia as well as Vietnam -- once upon a time primarily linked with the battle that devastated
Southeast Asia from the mid-1960s through the mid-1970s -- have experienced a tourism boom,
seeing that the explorers are embracing the countries' striking traditions. A number of companies
offer Indochina tours that let participants to find out the exact spirit of Cambodia and Vietnam
through broad traveling and interest-based tours.

From the wonders of Mekong to the grand temples of Angkor, the Vietnam Cambodia tours offer a
memorable experience of history and traditions and can be customized to your favored standard of
accommodation.

Underneath are some of the tourist attractions that engage the travelers in the affluent, enlightening
and eye-catching natural exquisiteness of Vietnam and Cambodia.

Hanoi

Well-liked as the cultural heart of Vietnam and â€œParis of the Orientâ€•, where the incense filled pagodas
stand beside art deco French majestic style villas, Hanoi is the start of your Cambodia Vietnam
tours. Being the capital of Vietnam for several years, Hanoi is judged as one of the major cultural
centers of the country and is a major appeal of your Vietnam Tours .

Halong Bay

A UNESCO World Heritage area with hundreds of sandstone and forest covered mountains rising
out of the Bay, Halong Bay is largely considered to be one of the natural marvels of the earth. Well-
known for its gorgeous view and central tourist attraction, Halong Bay is a must visit all through
Vietnam holidays.

Siem Reap (Angkor)

Throughout your Cambodia sightseeing tour roam the calm capital of Phnom Penh, prior to heading
to the really remarkable temples of Angkor. The remains of Angkor are to be found in the midst of
woods and farmland to the north of the Great Lake.

Mekong Delta â€“ Cai Be Princess Cruise

Travel around the heart of Mekong Delta on a conventional sampan cruise in Cai Be. A foremost
attraction of Cambodia and Vietnam tours, a journey to Mekong Delta provides traveler and chance
to take pleasure in floating markets and get an experience of a lifestyle that has changed little for
centuries. Lively Ho Chi Minh town, unbelievable Cu Chi tunnels and impressive Mekong Delta are
the places of interest in your Vietnam Cambodia tours.
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more information Please visit us at  http://www.vietnamtourism-jsc.com
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